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Background
Presence of such segments of homozygosity (SOH) may
be due to parental relatedness, chromosomal recombina-
tion or rearrangements and provides important clues
regarding ancestral homozygosity, parental consangui-
nity or uniparental disomy. We have determined the fre-
quency and nature of copy neutral segments with allelic
homozygosity identified in cases interrogated by oligo-
nucleotide-SNP microarrays.
Materials and methods
We collected cases from consecutive specimens sent to
our clinical laboratory over the past two years. The cases
were reported based on the presence of a contiguous
SOH >10 Mb in a single region or >5 Mb in at least two
regions. The percentage of the genome encompassed by
SOH regions was calculated based on the total coverage
of about 2,700 Mb.
Results
Of 14,574 cases analyzed by SNP arrays, 872 (6%) cases
harbored SOH, with 659 (76%) cases harboring multiple
SOH and interpreted as arising due to identity by descent
(IBD), 213 (24%) cases with SOH involving a single chro-
mosomal segment and suspected or confirmed as resulting
from UPD. For the cases with IBD, the coefficient of
inbreeding was calculated: 5% cases due to first degree or
closer parental relatedness, 9% second, 19% third, 16%
fourth, and 51% fifth. Cases with UPD cases involved
every single chromosome. In eight cases, identification of
SOH was crucial to diagnosing autosomal recessive
disorders.
Conclusions
This study demonstrates that the identification of SOH, in
addition to CNVs, is much more frequent than previously
recognized, reflecting close parental relatedness, and often
ascertains autosomal recessive diseases or unravels UPD
in many cases.
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